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Abstract 

 

The economic prosperity of the United States is dependent on the well-being of extensive national networks of infrastructure 

systems. With many of these infrastructure systems rapidly aging, vigilant inspection and management methods are 

increasingly needed to ensure system safety.  Fortunately, the confluence of sensing, wireless communications, low-power 

embedded computing and Internet-based computing has led to the creation of new technologies that can be deployed to 

monitor and control critical infrastructure systems.  In this presentation, a wireless cyber-physical system framework for 

dynamically loaded civil infrastructure systems is described and illustrated. Validation of the proposed framework is 

conducted using a permanent wireless monitoring system installed on the Telegraph Road Bridge in Monroe, Michigan.  A 

dense network of wireless sensors has been installed and interfaced to an Internet-based cyber-environment for the storage 

and real-time processing of bridge response data.  The massive amounts of bridge response data acquired over years of 

operation requires scalable data processing methods. The work presented explores the adoption of Gaussian process 

regression (GPR) as a data-driven regression method that can model the baseline (healthy) relationships between bridge 

response parameters. GPR serves as a basis for the creation of a decision-making framework for bridge managers that adopt 

statistical process control (SPC) methodologies for asset management.  The work presented also extends the cyber-physical 

framework to model the heavy truck loads that excite bridges.  Connected vehicle (CV) technology is installed on a large 

truck to connect trucks to the cyber-physical system architecture. Time synchronized truck and bridge data collected by the 

bridge monitoring system is used to model vehicle-bridge interactions.   
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